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Premise
The European Nature System approved project, concerning the project quality, it
foresees a specific work package (WP 7 “Quality management”), aimed to ensure the
quality of activities and products to be developed during the project, to allow for a
smooth project operation and to secure the achievement of the project aims. This
purpose will be served through a system of process-oriented self-evaluation by means of
standardised feedback surveys and written documentation of project activities, which will
be subject to approval by the partners involved and thus allow for additional reflection
and self-assessment. The progress of the project work is evaluated by a comparison with
the work packages.
The work package activities are:
a) Project Quality planning: shared definition by all the partners of activities and tools to
manage and develop project quality in each phase and in the project as a whole
(performance indicators, to measure intermediate and final results achieved with respect
to needs of the target groups; monitoring activities and control targets; survey and
control times; survey instruments; reporting systems);
b) Enforcement of project quality plan and quality control: implementation of planned
monitoring and surveys, with activities of physical monitoring (verification by means of
performance indicators and result indicators), financial monitoring (survey and control of
expenses in respect of the estimated cost for each partner and phase), technicalscientific monitoring (self-evaluation carried out by coordinators and experts), survey
interventions to verify the level of satisfaction of the subjects involved in the various
phases of the project and in particular of the addressees and final users.
c) Corrective actions: proposed by each Consortium partner, they are evaluated,
discussed and approved by the whole Consortium.
All the Consortium partners will participate to the workpackage, with the coordination of
the applicant coordinator Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa.
The scientific and technical guidance of the WP will be subcontracted to a specialised
organisation.
The following sections of this document define the executive development of these
previsions.

1. Objectives
The European Nature System management quality plan defines:
procedures
criteria
resources
for monitoring and evaluating the project progress for internal and/or external evaluation
– including results’ quality control – the intermediate and final results – compared to the
target group needs, the intervention sector and the potential users.
The European Nature System management quality plan allows the in itinere (in progress)
and ex post monitoring of the whole intervention with the aim to:
- provide constantly and promptly information regarding the project progress at
physical, financial and procedural level;
- provide immediate evidence of possible particularly critical situations or with lower
progress than average;
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-

obtain the best use of the financial resources available;
guarantee the required quality level.

Such document allows to survey and monitor the project in its whole in line with the
defined finalities, with the aim to implement the necessary corrective measures. The
European Nature System project Quality Plan is kept constantly updated during its whole
execution; the document is naturally coherent with the agreements and with the other
documents of the project.

2. Methodology
The methodology is based on two aspects of the project strictly connected.
The first aspect is oriented to the “product”, in terms of results obtained following the
service delivery (evaluation of the product). The evaluation concerns, in this case, the
ability to ensure an adequate and efficient transfer of innovation in the project. This first
evaluation activity is supported by data survey schemes and by specifically envisaged
indicators.
The second aspect concerns the management system (system evaluation), relating to the
extent to which the entire organisation system, and hence the management processes,
allow to reach the foreseen aims.
All of this is inserted in a global quality management background in line with the typical
process of the UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 (Quality management systems – Requirements)
norms.
In the view of monitoring and of a continuous quality level improvement, the
management of a single process is done through the PDCA technique (Plan: establish the
aims – Do: implement the identified processes– Check: monitor and measure the
processes – Act: identify the improvement actions). The model foresees, for the purpose
of the quality evaluation, the detailed analysis of each process in order to identify the
structure’s strong and weak points. The identification of the strength and weaknesses
during the self evaluation is one of the fundamental aspects of the methodology. This
allows, in fact, to identify the areas to be improved, by specific, targeted and efficient, in
order to increase the quality service supply.

3. Contents
The European Nature System quality plan is composed by the following activities
foreseen by the project in each singular phase:
1. Quality planning
2. Quality implementation procedure
3. Quality control
4. Corrective actions
3.1

Quality planning

This phase refers to the definition of the elements, activities and tools which will be used
for the management and development of the Quality Plan of the project in its complexity.
In particular the following will be defined:
The monitoring model;
The results and impact indicators;
The survey and control timing;
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The survey tools;
The reporting system.
The monitoring model
Definition of the control typologies and objectives which will be implemented during the
development of the entire project through the analysis of results emerged by the defined
indicators used.
The table below contains the monitoring typologies and the linked objectives.

Monitoring Typology
Physical

Objectives
Quantitative monitoring aimed in checking the physical progress of the intervention
through the use of realisation and result indicators

Financial

Quantitative monitoring with the aim to survey and control the certified expenses of
the partnership and of the single partners in respect of what was defined initially for
the project and each its phase

Technical-scientific

Qualitative monitoring aimed to controlling the whole project realisation process, in
particular concerning the shared methods and techniques and the consistency about
the foreseen contents for each activity.

Casuistry

Qualitative monitoring aimed to verifying the satisfaction level of the involved actors in
the different project phases: particularly enterprises, social partners, VET providers,
workers and trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism across Europe, regional
and national public institutions having competence on tourism and on VET

The result and impact indicators
Identification and selection of the measurable and controlled sizes apt to measure the
intermediate and final results concerning the needs of the target groups, the intervention
sector and the potential users.
Considering the aims, the timing of implementation, the human resources committed, the
tasks to be carried out, the expected results, the work methods and techniques and the
quality management tools which characterize the different working phases of the
European Nature System, in the table below is defined the specific set of key
performance indicators:

Key
Performance
Indicators

Definition/Measurement

KPI 1 (WP 1 –
physical indicator)

Agreements between partners for the carrying out of the project work plan: actual definition and formalisation
of the agreements
Trans-national meetings: actual realisation of 6 transnational meetings foreseen (Deliverables 1-6)
Website: : actual realisation of the project website (Deliverable 7)

KPI 2 (WP 1 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP 1 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 1

KPI 3 (WP 1 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 1 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average value of the individual evaluation expressed by the management and research human
resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner.
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Key
Performance
Indicators

Definition/Measurement

KPI 4 (WP 1 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 1 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 5 (WP 2 –
physical indicator)

Report on preparatory analysis and researches on the field of professional figures in nature-based and rural
tourism in Europe / Actual realisation of the report (Deliverable 8)

KPI 6 (WP 2 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP2 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 2

KPI 7 (WP 2 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 2 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average value of the individual evaluation expressed by the management and research human
resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 8 (WP 2 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP2 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 9 (WP 3 –
physical indicator)

Action plan for the ECVET process to be activated in the field of professional figures in nature-based and rural
tourism / Actual elaboration of the action plan (Deliverable 9)

KPI 10 (WP 3 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP3 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 3

KPI 11 (WP 3 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 3 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner

KPI 12 (WP 3 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level of the researchers concerning the realised research experience during WP3 : Average level
of the of the individual evaluation expressed by the management and research human resources involved in
the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 13 (WP 4 –
physical indicator)

Design of European professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism sector: Actual definition of the
professional figures in terms of activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, certification objectives, units
of learning outcomes and related ECVET credit points (Deliverable 10)

KPI 14 (WP 4 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP4 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 4

KPI 15 (WP 4 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 4 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner

KPI 16 (WP 4 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 4 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 17 (WP 5 –
physical indicator)

Memorandum of Understanding ECVET for the European qualification in the nature-based and rural tourism
sector: Actual formalisation of the MoU (Deliverable 11)

KPI 18 (WP 5 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP5 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 5

KPI 19 (WP 5 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 5 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner
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Key
Performance
Indicators

Definition/Measurement

KPI 20 (WP 5 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 5 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner
Satisfaction level of key actors (beyond the project partners: enterprises, social partners, VET providers,
workers and trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism across Europe, regional and national public
institutions having competence on tourism and on VET, and other interested organisations) involved in the
activities of definition and signature of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the European
qualification in the nature-based and rural tourism: Average value of the individual evaluations expressed by
the key actors involved in the MoU

KPI 21 (WP 6 –
physical indicator)

Common European Model for Learning Agreements ECVET: Actual elaboration of the common European
model (Deliverable 12)
Common European Model for ECVET Credits Awarding: Actual elaboration of the common European model
(Deliverable 13)
Report on ECVET for European qualification in the sector of nature-based and rural tourism - Final release of
the whole ECVET pilot test: Actual realisation of the report (Deliverable 14)

KPI 22 (WP 6 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP6 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 6

KPI 23 (WP 6 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 6 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner

KPI 24 (WP 6 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 6 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner
Satisfaction level of subjects, particularly VET providers and professionals of nature-based and rural tourism,
and public authorities competent in VET, involved in the pilot test activities: Average value of the individual
evaluations expressed by VET providers directors, professionals of nature-based and rural tourism, and public
authorities competent in VET responsible people, involved in the pilot test activities

KPI 25 (WP 7 –
physical indicator)

Project Quality Operative Plan - Detailed design of the project quality activities: Actual elaboration of the
Project Quality Operative Plan (Deliverable 15)
Quality Report 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 : Periodical reports on quality plan implementation: Actual elaboration of the
reports (Deliverables 16-20)

KPI 26 (WP 7 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP7 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 7

KPI 27 (WP 7 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 7 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner

KPI 28 (WP 7 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 7/ Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner

KPI 29 (WP 8 –
physical indicator)

Info-packs, that is 5 information packages on paper (document folder) and USB key, to be diffused to all the
key actors involved in the project activities, starting from the enterprises, social partners, VET providers,
workers and trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism across Europe, regional and national public
institutions having competence on tourism and on VET, and other interested organisations, attending to the
national info-days on project results: Actual realisation and dissemination of 5 Info-packs (Deliverables 21-25)
National Info-days and Focus group, that is 5 events for targeted information on project results and better
specification and review of products requirements, one in each country, inviting all the key actors involved in
the project activities, and also the media (at least 50 partaker in each country) : Actual realisation of 5 Infodays (Deliverables 26-30)
"ECVET for professionals in nature-based and rural tourism: How to exploit it ?" - Compendium publication for
results exploitation : Actual realisation of the Compendium (Deliverable 31)
Set of Policy Recommendations (table of suggestions) for project results transfer to sectoral and territorial
decision-makers: Actual realisation of the Policy Recommendations (Deliverable 32)
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Key
Performance
Indicators

Definition/Measurement

KPI 30 (WP 8 –
financial indicator)

Compliance with the envisaged expenses of the project during WP8 / Budget by WP and by partner,
percentage difference between the expenses carried out and planned for WP 8

KPI 31 (WP 8 –
technical scientific
indicator)

Compliance with the activities carried out during WP 8 concerning the foreseen methods, techniques and
contents / Average level of the evaluations expressed by the management and research human resources
involved for each Consortium partner

KPI 32 (WP 8 –
casuistry indicator)

Satisfaction level concerning activities of WP 8 / Average level of the of the individual evaluation expressed by
the management and research human resources involved in the project for each Consortium partner
Satisfaction level of key actors and final users (enterprises, social partners, VET providers, workers and
trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism across Europe, regional and national public institutions having
competence on tourism and on VET) involved in the project activities: Average value of the individual
evaluations expressed by key actors and final users on the project information and dissemination activities,
products and results.

We highlight the fact that the results and impact indicators constitute the foundation for
setting up the final project report, also on the basis of the in itinere and ex post
monitoring results.
The survey tools
Identification and definition of the supporting tools for the development and management
of the Quality Plan which will allow the systematic analysis of the phenomena: it is
foreseen the use of data collection schemes, for the systematic collection of information
to obtain a clear representation of the facts, and reports for describing structured
information having the object to collect articulated data divided by dimension and by
analysis.
The reporting system
Definition of the set of documents which collect in a systematic way the information
having as object the survey and monitoring. The reporting system foresees a production
of the different structured and articulated relations by project phase and by data
target/user. More particularly, the European Nature System project foresees 5 periodical
reports (Quality Reports), that the Consortium will produce, as synthetic overview on the
progress of activities, aimed to ensure the quality of project activities and products
during each phase and in the project as a whole:
- Quality Report 1: focused on the activities and results of the work package 2 (analysis
and preparatory researches on the professional figures in nature-based and rural
tourism sector in the participating Countries);
- Quality Report 2: focused on the activities and results of the work package 3
(definition of a coherent plan of activities for activating the ECVET process to the
perimeter of professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism, through the
collection, analysis and adaptation of experiences and best practices already realised
on transparency and recognition of competences and qualifications, and on ECVET
process activation);
- Quality Report 3: focused on the activities and results of the work package 4 (design
of professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism European sector, in terms of
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-

3.2

activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, certification objectives, units of
learning outcomes and related ECVET credits).
Quality Report 4: focused on the activities and results of the work package 5
(definition and signature of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism).
Quality Report 5: focused on the activities and results of the work package 6 (pilot
test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism).
Implementation of the quality procedure

The implementation of the quality procedure foresees at all levels the management and
development of the elements, activities and tools for the Quality Plan as defined by the
plan itself and by the European Nature System project. In particular, the planning and
realisation of the check and control activities are carried out by the management and
scientific structure of the project, which proposes, evaluates, discusses and deliberates
corrective measures, with the technical support of the specialised external subject.
3.3

Quality control

The quality control is realised through the monitoring execution within the timing, the
modalities and the finalities established in the planning phase.
As already mentioned, for the carrying out of this phase the following monitoring
activities are foreseen:
1. Physical quantitative monitoring, finalised to the verification of the physical
progress of the interventions realisations through the use of the realisation
indicators and checking the performance through the use of results indicators;
2. Financial quantitative monitoring, finalised to the survey and control of the
certified expenses of the partnership and of the single partners in respect to what
was defined and foreseen for each project phase and for the whole project;
3. Technical scientific qualitative monitoring, finalised to the control of the whole
process of project realisation, in particular in respect for the use of the
methodologies and techniques shared by the partnership and for the compliance
with the foreseen contents for each single activity;
4. Casuistry qualitative monitoring, finalised to check the satisfaction level of the
involved actors in the different phases of the project: enterprises, social partners,
VET providers, workers and trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism across
Europe, regional and national public institutions having competence on tourism
and on VET issues.
The monitoring model proposed foresees the set up of the survey schemes which will be
distributed, in most appropriate timing and modality, to all interested actors, in order to
collect information concerning the data for the single phases of the project concerning
the physical, financial, procedural and results realisations. In the logic of integrating
different activities, with periodic monitoring which will be structured in such a way to
favour contemporaneously the survey regarding the progress information and the exact
mapping of all the management and financial procedure of the project foreseeing the
setting up of a synthetic information output.
The foreseen survey monitoring schemes are articulated in 4 sections:
Physical quantitative form;
Financial quantitative form;
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Technical-scientific qualitative form;
Casuistry qualitative form.
The elaboration, the drafting, the delivery of the monitoring and checking reports relative
to the implementation phases and activities will give particular attention to distinguishing
the physical, financial, technical-scientific and casuistry aspects, to guarantee they are
realised in the time and modality foreseen involving all interested targets/users.
The Reporting activity includes the elaboration of the following documents:
- Monitoring reports for each project phase, drafted within the planned deadline for each
phase and articulated in:
Physical quantitative monitoring;
Financial quantitative monitoring;
Technical-scientific qualitative monitoring;
Casuistry qualitative monitoring;
- Intermediate report, drafted within 30 days from the end of month 12 of the project
beginning and it contains the intermediate complete view on the project realisations
and results highlighted in the Monitoring report for each phase;
- Final report, to be completed within 60 days from the end of the activities and it
contains the whole view on the project with all the activities realised and the results
highlighted from the Monitoring report for each phase.
The final report will be produced in digital format and by paper, in a coherent number of
copies.
The phase regarding the quality control foresees the planning of different moment for
checks and controls, which will be carried out timely by the management and scientific
structure of the project Consortium.

3.4

Corrective actions

The European Nature System quality management plan ensures to reach the foreseen
objectives establishing that eventual anomalies found or possible risky events may be
removed timely through the appropriate corrective measures: this will be competence of
the management and scientific structure of the project, which proposes, evaluates,
discusses and deliberates corrective measures, with the technical support of the
specialised external subject.

4. Involved actors
Here below the different activities are reported with the various involved actors within
the European Nature System Quality Plan:

Activities
Quality planning
Drafting of technical proposal

Evaluation, discussion and deliberation of the technical
proposal

Involved actors
Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa, with the
support of specialised external expertise
Management and scientific structure of the project
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Involved actors

Activities
Implementation of the quality procedure
Technical management and organisation of the procedure
Evaluation and validation of the procedure’s results

Quality control
Technical management organisation and control
Evaluation and validation of the results and control

Corrective actions
Proposal
Evaluation, discussion and validation

Scientific structure of the project, with the support of
specialised external expertise
Management and scientific structure of the project, with the
support of specialised external expertise

Scientific structure of the project, with the support of
specialised external expertise
Management and scientific structure of the project, with the
support of specialised external expertise

Scientific structure of the project, with the support of
specialised external expertise
Management and scientific structure of the project, with the
support of specialised external expertise

5. Quality Assurance
The European Nature System Quality Plan will be managed by the management and
scientific structure of the project.
This structure is composed by manager and research human resources who the
Consortium partners has devoted to the project, and it is headed by Aris Formazione e
Ricerca Società Cooperativa, which ensures the participation of specific external
expertise.
This structure represent the chief body to guarantee the quality both for the working
methodology within the project and for the output towards the final users and their
commitment.
The following main activities are under the responsibility of this body:
Quality project aspects supervision;
Daily update of the Quality Plan;
Project’s standards and procedures definition;
Project realisation phases supervision;
Non-conformity identification and definition and management of
corrective measures, checking their implementation and effectiveness.

the

needed
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Appendix 1
Timetable of the European Nature System quality plan (Gantt diagram)
TIME
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1°
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22°
23°
24°
Project
month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month month

Final
monitoring for
each phase
Intermediate
report

Final
report
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Appendix 2
Survey schemes
The following monitoring model schemes have to be used in order to apply the European
Nature System Quality Plan, which is composed of 4 different schemes
1. Physical quantitative monitoring scheme (Scheme 1: to verify the physical progress
of the intervention through the use of realisation and result indicators);
2. Financial quantitative monitoring scheme (Scheme 2: finalised to the survey and
control of the certified expenses of the partnership and of the single partners in
respect to project advancing);
3. Technical-scientific qualitative monitoring scheme (Scheme 3: finalised to the
control of the whole process of the project realisation, in particular in respect for the
use of the shared methodologies and techniques, and for compliance with the
foreseen contents for each single activity);
4. Casuistry qualitative monitoring scheme (Scheme 4: finalised to check the
satisfaction level of the involved actors in the different phases of the project:
enterprises, social partners, VET providers, workers and trainees in the sector of
nature-based tourism across Europe, regional and national public institutions having
competence on tourism and on VET issues).
In the following pages the 4 monitoring schemes will be proposed separately.
In the first part of each scheme it is specified, indicator by indicator (see above, pp. 5-8,
result and impact indicators) who are the actors which carry out the monitoring activities,
and the realisation timing of the activities.
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Scheme 1
Physical quantitative monitoring
Subjects which carry out the monitoring activities: for all the indicators, the physical
quantitative monitoring are carried out by in collective manner by the management and
scientific structure of the project, with the support of specialised external expertise.
Realisation timing: the physical quantitative monitoring activities are carried out at
the end of each Work Package foreseen by the project, during Consortium Meetings.

Work Package 1 (Management and coordination of project Consortium and work packages)
Definition and stipulation of agreements between partners for the carrying out of the
project work plan (KPI 1) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Realisation of foreseen 7 trans-national meetings (KPI 1 – Deliverables 1-7) :
Kick-off Meeting (Perugia)
2nd Meeting (Stuttgart)
3rd Meeting (Riga)
4th Meeting (Madrid)
5th Meeting (Vienna)
Final Meeting (Brussels)

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

realised
realised
realised
realised
realised
realised

Remarks:
Project Website (KPI 1 - Deliverables 7) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Work Package 2 (Analysis and preparatory researches on the field of professional figures in naturebased and rural tourism)
Realisation of the “Report on preparatory analysis and researches on the field of
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism in Europe” (KPI 5-Deliverable 8) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Work Package 3 (Definition of an action plan for the ECVET process to be activated in the field of
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
Realisation of the “Action plan for the ECVET process to be activated in the field of
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism” (KPI 9 - Deliverable 9) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
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Work Package 4 (Design of professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism in terms of activities,
tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, certification objectives, units of learning outcomes and related ECVET credits)
Definition of the document “Design of European professional figures in nature-based and
rural tourism sector” (KPI 13 - Deliverable 10) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Work Package 5 (Definition and signature of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
Formalisation of the agreement “Memorandum of Understanding ECVET for the European
qualification in the nature-based and rural tourism sector” (KPI 17 - Deliverable 11) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Work Package 6 (Pilot test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for
the professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)

Elaboration of the “Common European Model for Learning Agreements ECVET” (KPI 21 Deliverable 12) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Elaboration of the “Common European Model for ECVET Credits Awarding” (KPI 21 Deliverable 13) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Realisation of the “Report on ECVET for European qualification in the sector of naturebased and rural tourism - Final release of the whole ECVET pilot test” (KPI 21 Deliverable 14) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Work Package 7 (Quality management)
Elaboration of the “Project Quality Operative Plan - Detailed design of the project quality
activities” (KPI 25 - Deliverable 15) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
Elaboration of the Reports “Quality Report 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 : Periodical reports on
quality plan implementation” (KPI 25 - Deliverables 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) :
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

1
2
3
4
5

(WP
(WP
(WP
(WP
(WP

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

realised
realised
realised
realised
realised

Remarks:
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Work Package 8 (Dissemination and exploitation of project results)
Production and dissemination of 5 Information packages on paper (document folder) and
USB key, in all project languages and in English, to be diffused to all key actors involved
in project activities (KPI 29 - Deliverables 21, 22, 23, 24, 25):
Info-pack
Info-pack
Info-pack
Info-pack
Info-pack

1
2
3
4
5

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

realised
realised
realised
realised
realised

Remarks:
Realisation of “National Info-days and Focus groups”, inviting all key actors involved in
project activities, and also the media, with at least 50 partaker in each country (KPI 29 Deliverables 26, 27, 28, 29, 30):
1st Info-day (Germany)
2nd Info-day (Latvia)
3rd Info-day (Spain)
4th Info-day (Austria)
5th Info-day (Brussels)

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially

Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised
Realised

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

realised
realised
realised
realised
realised

It was also realised an Italian Infoday and Focus Group, in date 5th October 2012.
The Spanish Infoday was organized within two different national events, in date 7th and
30th November 2012.

Elaboration of the compendium “ECVET for professionals in nature-based and rural
tourism: How to exploit it ? - Compendium publication for results exploitation” (KPI 29 Deliverable 31) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:

Elaboration of the document “Set of Policy Recommendations”, table of suggestions for
project results transfer to sectoral and territorial decision-makers (KPI 29 - Deliverable
32) :
Realised

Partially Realised

Not realised

Remarks:
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Scheme 2
Financial Quantitative Monitoring
Subjects which carry out the monitoring activities: the financial quantitative monitoring
are carried out by the administrative offices of the single partners, under the general
management of Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa.
Realisation Timing: the activities of the financial quantitative monitoring are carried
out quarterly, for all the project duration.
Regarding the technical tools in order to carry out the financial quantitative
monitoring, the monitoring will be done through the official reporting tool excel file
foreseen by the project and sent to all partners by Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società
Cooperativa.
Regarding the technical procedure for the financial quantitative monitoring, at the end
of each Work Package, the administrative offices of each partner, will use the file excel,
inserting the data which concern them, and particularly the expenses sustained and
reported, sending the complete file to Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa.
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Scheme 3
Technical-scientific Qualitative Monitoring

Subjects which carry out these monitoring activities: members of the management and
scientific structure of the project, in individual manner.
Realisation timing: the technical-scientific qualitative monitoring are carried out at the
end of each Work Package foreseen by the project.

Work Package 1 (Management and coordination of project Consortium and work packages)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 1 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

Pastorelli Luca

1
x

2

Asnate Ziemele

x

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1
1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

x

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

José María de Juan Alonso

x

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

2
1
1

x

2

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,13

Work Package 2 (Analysis and preparatory researches on the field of professional figures in naturebased and rural tourism)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 2 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera
Umberto Lepri

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

x

2

x

Matteo Ragnacci
Pastorelli Luca

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

1
x

x

2
1
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Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika
Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

José María de Juan Alonso
Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

1

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,35

Work Package 3 (Definition of an action plan for the ECVET process to be activated in the field of
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 3 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera
Umberto Lepri

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

x

2

x

Matteo Ragnacci

1
x

2

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

Karin Kronika

1
x

2

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Angela Giraldo

x

2

Ute Rössle

x

2

Total

1,35

Work Package 4 (Design of professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism in terms of activities,
tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, certification objectives, units of learning outcomes and related ECVET credits)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 4 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers
Enrico Libera

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)
x

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average
1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

1

Patrizia Orecchini

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1
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Ieva Mežzīle

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

Karin Kronika

1
x

2

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,06

Work Package 5 (Definition and signature of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 5 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

x

2

Umberto Lepri

x

2

Matteo Ragnacci

x

2

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

Karin Kronika

1
x

José María de Juan Alonso

x

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

Ute Rössle

2
1
1

x

2

Katrin Falkner

x

2

Corinna Lettini

x

2
1,43

Work Package 6 (Pilot test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for
the professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)

Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 6 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera
Matteo Ragnacci

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

x

2

x

2

Asnate Ziemele

x

1
1

Kristine Pētersone

x

Anna Paleoliene

x

1

Ieva Mežzīle

x

1

Linda Deičmane

x

1
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Katrīne Pilāte

x

1

Severino García

x

2

Javier Tejera

x

2

Karin Kronika

x

2

José María de Juan Alonso

x

2

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

2

Corinna Lettini

x

2

Total

1,57

Work Package 7 (Quality management)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 7 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Good
compliance
(value : 1)

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average

Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Linda Deičmane

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

Karin Kronika
José María de Juan Alonso
Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

1
x

2

x

2

x

Corinna Lettini

1
x

Total

2
1,27

Work Package 8 (Dissemination and exploitation of project results)
Evaluation on compliance among activities carried out during WP 8 and foreseen
methods, techniques, contents:
Compliance Evaluation
Managers and Researchers

Absence of
compliance
(value : - 2)

Scarce
compliance
(value : - 1)

Sufficient
compliance
(value : 0)

Enrico Libera

Good
compliance
(value : 1)
x

Excellent
compliance
(value : 2)

Evaluated
Compliance
Average
1

Umberto Lepri

x

0

Matteo Ragnacci

x

0

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Anna Palelione

x
x

1

Katrīna Pilāte
Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Toms Ziemelis

x

1

Linda Deičmane

x

1

Ieva Mežzīle

x

1

1
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Javier Tejera

x

2

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

2

Karin Kronika

x

2

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Corinna Lettini
Total

x

2
1,11
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Scheme 4
Casuistry Qualitative Monitoring
Subjects which carry out the monitoring activities: for all the indicators, the casuistry
qualitative monitoring (checking of the satisfaction level for the people involved in the
project activities) is carried out by the management and scientific structure of the
project, while the beneficiaries are different according to project main phases and
related activities, which extending to key actors involved in the formalization of the MoU
ECVET in the case of WP 5, to the VET providers and to the professionals, and the public
bodies involved in the pilot phase of the WP6, to key actors and final users involved in
the information and exploitation of the results in regards to WP 8.
Realisation timing: the casuistry qualitative monitoring activities are carried out at the
end of each Work Package foreseen by the project.

Work Package 1 (Management and coordination of project Consortium and work packages)
Satisfaction level of management and scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 1
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

2

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

x

1

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,07

Work Package 2 (Analysis and preparatory researches on the field of professional figures in naturebased and rural tourism)
Satisfaction level of management and scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 2
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

2
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Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

x

1

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

1
x

2

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,42

Work Package 3 (Definition of an action plan for the ECVET process to be activated in the field of
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
Satisfaction level of management and scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 3
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera
Umberto Lepri

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

x

2

x

2

x

Matteo Ragnacci
Pastorelli Luca

1

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

x

2

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

2

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1,28

Work Package 4 (Design of professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism in terms of activities,
tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, certification objectives, units of learning outcomes and related ECVET credits)
Satisfaction level of management and scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 4
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

Patrizia Orecchini

X

1
1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Ieva Mežzīle

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1
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Karin Kronika

x

1

Kriebisch –Satori Ursula

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

1

Angela Giraldo

x

1

Ute Rössle

x

1

Total

1

Work Package 5 (Definition and signature of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for the
professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)
a) Satisfaction level of management/scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 5
Satisfaction level

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Enrico Libera

x

2

Umberto Lepri

x

2

Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Matteo Ragnacci

x

2

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

x

José María de Juan Alonso

x

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

2
1
1

Ute Rössle

x

2

Katrin Falkner

x

2

Corinna Lettini

x

2
1,47

b) Satisfaction level expressed by key actors involved in project activities during WP 5
Satisfaction level
Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Name and surname:
Adriano Padiglioni
Represented organisation:
Aris Formazione e Ricerca

x

2

Name and surname:
Stefano Spinetti
Represented organisation:
AIGAE

x

2

Name and surname:
Eva Stembergerr
Represented organisation:
Prisma

x

2

Name and surname:
Paloma Kong
Represented organisation:
VMS

x

2

Key actors (name and
surname, represented
organisation)

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)
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Name and surname:
Claudic Philipp
Represented organisation:
Lernchamp

x

1

Name and surname:
Giudo Prodinges
Represented organisation:
Frendanprinters

x

1

Name and surname:
Andreas Brinner
Represented organisation:
Stady Wien

x

1

Name and surname:
Lucía Muñoz Nieto
Represented organisation:
Escuela
Superior
de
Hostelería y Agroturismo de
Extremadura

x

1

Name and surname:
José Ollers Alcover
Represented organisation:
Asociación Finca Turismo
Mallorca

x

2

Name and surname:
Pascual Rivas Palomo
Represented organisation:
Escuela Internacional de
Turismo Rural y de Naturaleza
de Guadix – ENTURNA,
proyecto de la Diputación de
Granada articulado a través de
su Patronato Provincial de
Turismo

x

2

Name and surname:
Günter Koschwitz
Represented organisation:
Kate, ecology & development

x

2

Total

1,58

Work Package 6 (Pilot test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET for
the professional figures in nature-based and rural tourism)

a) Satisfaction level of management/scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 6
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Enrico Libera

x

2

Matteo Ragnacci

x

2

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Anna Palelione

x

1

Linda Deičmane

x

1

Ieva Mežzīle

x

1

Katrīna Pilāte

x

1

Severino García

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1
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Karin Kronika

x

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

Corinna Lettini

1
x

Total

2
1,2

b) Satisfaction level expressed by VET providers involved in test activities during WP 6
Satisfaction level

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Name and surname:
Galli Luisella
Position in the organisation:
Collaborator
Represented VET provider
Aris Formazione e Ricerca

x

2

Name and surname:
Juris Smaļinskis
Position in the organisation:
Lecturer
Represented VET provider
Vidzeme University of Applied
sciences

x

2

VET providers

Name and surname:
Lucía Muñoz Nieto
Position in the organisation:
Director
Represented VET provider:
Centro de Referencia Nacional
Agroturismo. Escuela Superior
de Hostelería y Agroturismo
de Extremadura

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

x

1

Name and surname:
Pascual Rivas Palomo
Position in the organisation:
Responsable de Formación y
Planificación
Represented VET provider:
Escuela Internacional de
Turismo Rural y de Naturaleza
de Guadix – ENTURNA,
proyecto de la Diputación de
Granada articulado a través de
su Patronato Provincial de
Turismo

x

2

Name and surname:
Karin Haider
Position in the organisation:
Teacher
Represented VET provider:
HS

x

2

Name and surname:
Lukas Brinbauer
Position in the organisation:
Teacher
Represented VET provider:
BEST

x

2

Name and surname:
Peter Stanick
Position in the organisation:

x

2
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Teacher
Represented VET provider:
BEST
Name and surname:
Antonia Lubela
Position in the organisation:
Researcher
Represented VET provider:
BEST

x

1

Name and surname:
Paloma Konig
Position in the organisation:
Teacher
Represented VET provider:
VMS

x

1

Name and surname:
Christop Korzonek
Position in the organisation:
Researcher
Represented VET provider:
BEST

x

1

Name and surname:
Ursula K. Satori
Position in the organisation:
________________________
Represented VET provider:
BEST

x

1

Name and surname:
Katharina Andre
Position in the organisation:
Consultant
Represented VET provider:
BEST

x

2

Name and surname:
Dorina Shemon
Position in the organisation:
Consultant
Represented VET provider:
Seld

x

2

Name and surname:
Stogan Zagoic
Position in the organisation:
Manager
Represented VET provider:
Papitot

x

2

Name and surname:
Thomas Nielsen
Position in the organisation:
Teacher
Represented VET provider:
Godalen

x

2

Name and surname:
Günter Koschwitz
Position in the organisation:
Managing Director
Represented VET provider:
Kate, ecology & development

x

2

Total

1,8
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c) Satisfaction level expressed by professionals involved in test activities during WP 6
Satisfaction level
Professionals
Name and surname:
Amori Alessandra
Name and surname:
Ancellotti Virgilio
Name and surname:
Angeli Valentina
Name and surname:
Arca Elisa
Name and surname:
Bandini Simonetta
Name and surname:
Benasciutti Daniele
Name and surname:
Bizzarri Sara
Name and surname:
Bogoni Lucia
Name and surname:
Chiappini Maria Maddalena
Name and surname:
Crocilli Leonardo
Name and surname:
Domenico Tullio William
Name and surname:
Ferrario Maurizio
Name and surname:
Flugy Papè Maria Chiara
Name and surname:
Fringuelli Lucio
Name and surname:
Longo Caterina
Name and surname:
Lucarelli Nicola
Name and surname:
Lucchi Sara
Name and surname:
Lucietto Sara
Name and surname:
Marucchini Gloria
Name and surname:
Mincone Giuseppe
Name and surname:
Moriconi Barbara
Name and surname:
Mosca Catello
Name and surname:
Nalli Biagio
Name and surname:
Nardone Patrizia
Name and surname:
Pacioni Mirko
Name and surname:
Pagliaroni Arianna
Name and surname:
Piccioni Maurizio
Name and surname:
Piersanti Chiara
Name and surname:
Pruscini Sara
Name and surname:
Puletti Valeria Dina Leonetta
Name and surname:
Ravagli Tiziana
Name and surname:
Reanda Barbara
Name and surname:
Ronca Alessandro
Name and surname:

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2
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Roscini Tatiana
Name and surname:
Ruffini Rita
Name and surname:
Sabatini Visconti Eden Angelo
Name and surname:
Savina Omero
Name and surname:
Silvani Francesca
Name and surname:
Tiecco Valentina
Name and surname:
Zanchetta Andrea
Name and surname:
Zanotti Antonella
Name and surname:
Roberts Riekstiņš

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Uģis Martinsons

x

2

Name and surname:
Laima Zirdziņa

x

2

Name and surname:
Jānis Jēgers

x

2

Name and surname:
Inga Riekstiņa

x

2

Name and surname:
Valts Ratkevičs

x

2

Name and surname:
Linda Ratkeviča

x

2

Name and surname:
Zane Jēgere

x

2

Name and surname:
Rita Tērauda

x

2

Name and surname:
Māris Šternmanis

x

2

Name and surname:
Kārlis Zirdziņš

x

2

Name and surname:
Elita Martinsone

x

2

Name and surname:
Uldis Dvinskis

x

2

Name and surname:
Nelda Sniedze

x

2

Name and surname:
Inmaculada Fernández García

x

2

Name and surname:
Rafael Mascaró Pons

x

2

Name and surname:
José Ollers Alcover

x

2

Name and surname:
Enekoiz Rodríguez Noda

x

2

Name and surname:
Luismi Miguel Montoya

x

2

Name and surname:
Alicia Mendive Arbeloa

x

2

Name and surname:
David Martín Carretero

x

2

Name and surname:
Martín Plaza Beato

x

2
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Name and surname:
Alejandro Álvarez Sánchez

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
María Palacios Ilundian

x

2

Name and surname:
Jesús Blázquez Sánchez

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Félix Andino Rodríguez

x

2

Name and surname:
Jorge Garzón Gutiérrez

x

2

Name and surname:
Evarist March Sarlat

x

2

Name and surname:
Inmaculada Fernández García

x

2

Name and surname:
Rafael Mascaró Pons

x

2

Name and surname:
José Ollers Alcover

x

2

Name and surname:
Enekoiz Rodríguez Noda

x

2

Name and surname:
Luismi Miguel Montoya

x

2

Name and surname:
Alicia Mendive Arbeloa

x

2

Name and surname:
David Martín Carretero

x

2

Name and surname:
Martín Plaza Beato

x

2

Name and surname:
Alejandro Álvarez Sánchez

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
María Palacios Ilundian

x

2

Name and surname:
Jesús Blázquez Sánchez

x

2

x

2

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Félix Andino Rodríguez

x

2

Name and surname:
Jorge Garzón Gutiérrez

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2

Name and surname:
Juan Antonio Sarrión Moza

Name and surname:
Antonio Acero Carretero
Name and surname:
Joaquín Cassinello Lorente
Name and surname:
Javier Sánchez García

Name and surname:
Juan Antonio Sarrión Moza

Name and surname:
Antonio Acero Carretero
Name and surname:
Joaquín Cassinello Lorente
Name and surname:
Javier Sánchez García
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Evarist March Sarlat
Name and surname:
David Bergl

x

2

Name and surname:
Karin Haider

x

2

Name and surname:
Dorina Stemon

x

2

Name and surname:
Lukas Brunbauer

x

2

Name and surname:
Stogan Zagorc

x

2

Name and surname:
Thomas Nielsen

x

2

Name and surname:
Guido Prodinges

x

2

Name and surname:
Daniela Hammer

x

2

Name and surname:
Johanna Parcer

x

2

Name and surname:
Goran Malovic

x

2

Name and surname:
Neleje Pavlicic

x

2

Name and surname:
Renata Neharava

x

2

Name and surname:
Karl Hochmayer

x

2

Name and surname:
Anita Schmidt

x

2

Name and surname:
Jorg Zuchkriegel

x

2

Name and surname:
Albrecht Block

x

2

Name and surname:
Wolfgang Grabe

x

2

Name and surname:
Ruth Bohn

x

2

Name and surname:
Gisela Weigle

x

2

Name and surname:
Michaela Köhler

x

2

Name and surname:
Kathi Schieber

x

2

Name and surname:
Meika Krautte

x

2

Name and surname:
Thomas Bakker

x

2

Name and surname:
Florian Kreuzer

x

2

Name and surname:
Matthias Müller

x

2

Name and surname:
Saskia Weber

x

2

Name and surname:
Nicola Blutau

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2
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Gundula Blasiok
Name and surname:
Brunhilde Rubin

x

2

Name and surname:
Manfred Schmidtmeier

x

2

Total

2

d) Satisfaction level expressed by public bodies involved in test activities during WP 6
Satisfaction level

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Name and surname:
Vincenzo Riommi
Position in the organisation:
Councillor for Professional
Training
Represented public authority:
Regione Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Lorella La Rocca
Position in the organisation:
Civil Servant
Represented public authority:
Regione Umbria

x

2

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)
Involved subject

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Work Package 7 (Quality management)
Satisfaction level of management/scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 7
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Enrico Libera
Umberto Lepri

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

x

2

x

2

x

Matteo Ragnacci

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Linda Deičmane

x

1

Kristīne Pētersone

x

1

Javier Tejera

x

1

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

1

Karin Kronika

X

1

José María de Juan Alonso

x

1

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

Corinna Lettini

1
x

Total

2
1,21

Work Package 8 (Dissemination and exploitation of project results)
a) Satisfaction level of management/scientific staff on activities carried out during WP 8
Satisfaction level
Managers and Researchers

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)

Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average
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Enrico Libera

x

1

Umberto Lepri

x

1

Matteo Ragnacci

x

1

Pastorelli Luca

x

1

Asnate Ziemele

x

1

Dace Garsele-Berzina

x

1

Anna Palelione

x

1

Katrīna Pilāte

x

2

Kristīne Pētersone

x

2

Toms Ziemelis

x

Linda Deičmane

x

1
1

Ieva Mežzīle

x

2

Javier Tejera

x

2

Severino Garcia Gonzàlez

x

2

Karin Kronika

x

2

José María de Juan Alonso

x

2

Sara Gutiérrez Castiñeiras

x

2

Corinna Lettini

x

2

Total

1,50

b) Satisfaction level expressed by key actors and final users (enterprises, social
partners, VET providers, workers and trainees in the sector of nature-based tourism
across Europe, regional and national public institutions having competence on tourism
and on VET) involved in activities carried out during WP 8
Satisfaction level
Very much
satisfied
(value : 2)

Verified
satisfaction
average

Name and surname:
Eraldo Giarini
Organization:
Comune di Castiglione del
Lago

x

2

Name and surname:
Alessandra Amori
Organization:
Cooperativa Terra

x

2

Name and surname:
Lorella La Rocca
Organization:
Regione Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Marco Fazion
Organization:
AIGAE

x

2

Name and surname:
Valeria Poggi
Organization:
Regione Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Sara Palazzetti
Organization:
Consorzio Itaca

x

2

Key actors and final users
(name and surname, position
and eventual organisation)

Not satisfied
(value : - 2)

Not much
satisfied
(value : - 1)

Enough
satisfied
(value : 0)

Satisfied
(value : 1)
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Name and surname:
Walter Trivellizzi
Organization:
CIA Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Lorenzo Federici
Organization:
Corrire dell’Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Mauro Morosetti
Organization:
Regione Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Anna Pasquino
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Vittorio Serafini
Organization:
Scuola Nazionale Servizi

x

2

Name and surname:
Vladimiro Zaffini
Organization:
Legacoop Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Sanni Mezzasoma
Organization:
Panta Rei

x

2

Name and surname:
Adriano Padiglioni
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Andrea Radicchi
Organization:
Legacoop Umbria

x

2

Name and surname:
Maria Luisa Mezzanotte
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Maria Elena Di Cicco Pucci
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Daniela Battaglia
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Alessandra Pernazza
Organization:
Aris

x

2

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Elisa Brizi
Name and surname:
Vania Buiarelli
Organization:
Workopp - Aris
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Name and surname:
Patrizia Orecchini
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Federica Guerra

x

2

Name and surname:
Valeria Puletti

x

2

Name and surname:
Alberto Villani

x

2

Name and surname:
Maurizio Trippolini

x

2

Name and surname:
Marisa Alunni
Organization:
ARCST

x

2

Name and surname:
Silvia Romaniello
Organization:
Re.Leg.Art.

x

2

Name and surname:
Andrea Bernardoni
Organization:
ARSCT

x

2

Name and surname:
Andrea Massino
Organization:
Il Quadrifoglio

x

2

Name and surname:
Sandra Cannone

x

2

Name and surname:
Benedetta Bernardini

x

2

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Francesca Cesarini
Organization:
La Locomotiva

x

2

Name and surname:
Luisella Galli
Organization:
Aris

x

2

Name and surname:
Costantino Cacciamani
Organization:
Il Cerchio

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2

Name and surname:
Marisa Ricotta
Organization:
Legacoop Umbria
Name and surname:
Valerio Montagnoli
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Andrea Zanchi
Organization:
ASAD
Name and surname:
Francesco Tornabene
Organization:
Cosp Tecnoservice

x

2

Name and surname:
Alessandro Brunelli
Organization:
ACTL

x

2

Name and surname:
Gabriele Costantini
Organization:
LISA SRL

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Catia Bibi
Organization:
Stubio B

x

2

Name and surname:
Aziz Chlieh
Organization:
Sport Nature

x

2

Name and surname:
Cinzia de Marzo
Organization:
EU Commission

x

2

Name and surname:
Danny Silva
Organization:
OITS

x

2

Name and surname:
Felix Rohn
Organization:
EU Commission

x

2

Name and surname:
Gaia Paradiso
Organization:
Jlag

x

2

Name and surname:
Gustavo Martinié
Organization:
ERRIN Network

x

2

Name and surname:
Luis Santiago Cano
Organization:
Expert of Tourism

x

2

Name and surname:
Mariè Secretant
Organization:
DIESIS

x

2

Name and surname:
Nicola Leporcq
Organization:
ECVET National Point for
Belgium

x

2

Name and surname:
Michele Vagheggini
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Name and surname:
Nora Erdei
Organization:
European Region’s Research
and Innovation Network

x

2

Name and surname:
Romeo D’Amicis
Organization:
Indipendent
Consultant
Working with Rural Areas

x

2

Name and surname:
Valeria Poggi
Organization:
Regione Umbria

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Anett Ruszanov
Organization:
Errin

x

2

Name and surname
Gino Cormens
Organization:
Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia

x

2

Name and surname:
Agnese Balandina
Nature Conservation Agency

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Aira Andriksone
Skal International Riga

x

2

Name and surname:
Aivita Heniņa
Ogre State College

x

2

Name and surname:
Anita Biseniece
Nature guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Anita Laime
Nature guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Dagnis Mukāns
Nature guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Eleonora Meisaka
Farm Upescelmiņi

x

2

Name and surname:
Ērika Berga
Position:
Organisation (if applicable)
Nature guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Ilma Dzērve
Līvu centre in Kolka

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2

Name and surname:
Lapo Beghelli

Name and surname:
Aigars Liepiņš

38

Ilze Kūle
Līgatne culture and tourism
centre
Name and surname:
Ilze Vilšķērste
Dabas tūres

x

2

Name and surname:
Ina Ansone
LLKC

x

2

Name and surname:
Ināra Cukura
Nature guide association

x

2

Name and surname:
Inese Roze
Talsi tourism information
centre

x

2

Name and surname:
Ineta Jansone
Nature guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Inita Daniele
Nature museum

x

2

Name and surname:
Ivars Zupiņš
Latvia Nature museum

x

2

Name and surname:
Jānis Dambītis
SIA “Kolkasrags”

x

2

Name and surname:
Jānis Slūke
Nature guide

x

2

x

2

Name and surname:
Kristīne Dzene
Nature museum

x

2

Name and surname:
Marianna Semjonova
Tourism Agency “Balticas”

x

2

Name and surname:
Oskars Okonovs
Guide

x

2

Name and surname:
Rūta Abaja
Biologist

x

2

Name and surname:
Emilio Fargnoli
Vice President UNI EUROPA

x

2

Name and surname:
Daina Dominiece
Guide school

x

2

Name and surname:
Patricia del Valle Varillas
Organization
Casa del Naturalista

x

2

Name and surname:
Faustino Caballero

x

2

Name and surname:
Juris Žilko
Ķekava
district
information centre

tourism
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Organization
ECOEXLUSIVAS
Name and surname:
Daniele Schmid
Organization
La Quintana de la Foncalada

x

2

Name and surname:
Ana Menedez
Organization
Casa Rural Casana

x

2

Name and surname:
Pablo Lavarez
Organization
Elamalain

x

2

Name and surname:
Gael Garcia
Organization
EcO Museo Ca l’Asurcon

x

2

Name and surname:
Xesus Pena
Organization
Alvarella Eco Turismo SL

x

2

Name and surname:
Maria Cornejo
Organization
La Casa del Arzipreste

x

2

Name and surname:
Chiara Scalabrino

x

2

Name and surname:
Genevi’ve Tent Horei
Organization
Outback Spain

x

2

Name and surname:
Dolores Lopez Sanchez
Organization
Finca Montefrio

x

2

Name and surname:
Javier Morala
Organization
Molino del Canto SL

x

2

Name and surname:
Luis Miguel Montoya
Organization
Agroturismo Mari Cruz

x

2

Name and surname:
Jose Miguel Vilar
Organization
El Regato

x

2

Name and surname:
Yolanda Azu
Organization
Amaido Agroturismo

x

2

Name and surname:
Alicia Martinez
Organization
Agencia Para El Empleo

x

2

Name and surname:
Agnes Schopers
Organization

x

2
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Sustanaible Travel
Name and surname:
Daniel Valencia

x

2

Name and surname:
Enrique Galabia

x

2

Name and surname:
Eduardo Becerra
Organization
Cultural Inmersion

x

2

Name and surname:
Fidencio Ecudero

x

2

Name and surname:
Guelany Ramos

x

2

Name and surname:
Giuliana Rojas

x

2

Name and surname:
Katia R. Rainforest

x

2

Name and surname:
Jorge Luis Arce

x

2

Name and surname:
Pilar Cabeza

x

2

Name and surname:
Marta Fernandez

x

2

Name and surname:
Marilù Manrique

x

2

Name and surname:
Luis Gallegos

x

2

Name and surname:
Trinidad Guerrero

x

2

Name and surname:
Sandra Encalada

x

2

Name and surname:
Susana Cano

x

2

Name and surname:
David Bergl
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
Wien Buxgt

x

2

Name and surname:
Manfred Kaisser
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
Malker GMH

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2
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Kurt schwarz
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
Appart Hotels
Name and surname:
Micael Kinmayer
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
Michele

x

2

Name and surname:
Guido Prodinges
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
-----

x

2

Name and surname:
Andreas Brimnes
Position:
Guide
Organisation:
------

x

2

Name and surname:
Lucas Branbauer
Position:
Coach
Organisation:
Best

x

2

Name and surname:
Donna Shemon
Position:
Consultant
Organisation:
------

x

2

Name and surname:
Ursula k. Satori
Position:
-----Organisation:
Best

x

2

Name and surname:
Christoph Korzounck
Position:
Researcer
Organisation:
-----

x

2

Name and surname:
Paloma Konig
Position:
Teacher
Organisation:
HS

x

2

Name and surname:
Helmut Kronika
Position:
General Manager
Organisation:
Best

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2
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Karin Haider
Position:
Teacher
Organisation:
HS
Name and surname:
Eva Sknberge
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
-----

x

2

Name and surname:
Stogan Zagorc
Position:
Manager
Organisation:
Papitol

x

2

Name and surname
Juan Antonio Bujaldon
Organisation
La Casota

x

2

Name and surname
Mireya Cabrero Calmet
Organisation
O Chardinet d’A Formiga

x

2

Name and surname
Miguel Angel Panos
Organisation
Agroturismo Casa Calicsto

x

2

Name and surname
Francisco Santos Fuster
Organisation
Finca Lo Favaret

x

2

Name and surname
Alicia Font
Organisation
Camping Pedra Forca

x

2

Name and surname
Alvaro Iturricha
Organisation
Agroturismo Arkalla

x

2

Name and surname
Peter Brantschen
Organisation
Agroturismo Can Martì

x

2

Name and surname
Beatrice Emilitri
Organisation
Mas Mitja Avila

x

2

Name and surname
Rafaela Marmaol Luque
Organisation
Casa Rural Finca Buytron

x

2

Name and surname
Patxi Gonzales
Organisation
Kaano Etxea

x

2

Name and surname
Alva Sueiras

x

2
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Name and surname
Gisela Merz
Organisation
Casa Montecote

x

2

Name and surname
Rafel Mascarò Pons
Organisation
Turmadén d’es Capità SRM

x

2

Name and surname
Javier Herrero
Organisation
Urobia Parque Ecologico

x

2

Name and surname
Florian Macarro Romero
Organisation
Layesera

x

2

Name and surname
Elisabeth Naud
Organisation
Torres de Selma

x

2

Name and surname
Antonia Hevilla
Organisation
El Rincòn de Rio Grande

x

2

Name and surname
Lola Matias Llorente
Organisation
AEPT – Asociación Española
de Profesionales del Turismo

x

2

Name and surname
Ester Bueno González
Organisation
CENEAM – Centro Nacional
de Educación Ambiental

x

2

Name and surname
Claudia de Santos Borreguero
Organisation
Ayuntamiento de Segovia

x

2

Name and surname
Joaquín Cassinello
Organisation
Lajara Formación, S.L.

x

2

Name and surname:
Albrecht Broch

x

2

Name and surname:
Wolfang Grabe

x

2

Name and surname:
Ruth Bohn

x

2

Name and surname:
Gisela Weigle

x

2

Name and surname:
Michaela Kohler

x

2

Name and surname:
Kathi Schieber

x

2

Name and surname:
Manfred Krautte

x

2

Name and surname:

x

2
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Heika Bakkers
Name and surname:
Thomas Kreuzer

x

2

Name and surname:
Florian Muller

x

2

Name and surname:
Matthias Weber

x

2

Name and surname:
Saskia Blutau

x

2

Name and surname:
Nicola Blasiok

x

2

Name and surname:
Gundula Rubin

x

2

Name and surname:
Brunhilde Schmidtmeier

x

2

Total

2
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